Introduction
The aim of this paper is to describe the structure of groupoids satisfying the following axioms: decomposing it into an LZ-LZ-sua.
Proof. Let S be a congruence relation decomposing {G,-) into an LZ-LZ-sum oi (G.,-) over a leit-zero band (I,--). For any i,j in I, a^ in G^, bj and Cj in Gj, a.b^a.c., whence bj S Cj. Consequently 8 < S .
• Ve will define another congruence relation that seeas to be crucial for understanding the structure of LIR-groupoids.
Let {gj I jej} be a set of generators of (G,-). The Note that in particular it can happen that i = j.
Proposit ion.
The relation £ on an
Proof. The reflexivity and symmetry of t are obvious. Now we prove transitivity. Let a Z b and b t c. Let a be in G., b in G. and c in G. , and let
is in G^. It follows that t is an equivalence relation on
To prove that t is a congruence relation, let
Let Gj n G. be non-empty. Then it is easy to see that k k k k ca = g k g r J ... g^ g. 2 g k g r J ... g^ g. = cb, and 
Monoids induced by LIR-groupoids
In this section we show that each orbit of an LIR-groupoid has a much richer structure than one might expect, namely it is a commutative monoid.
Let Gj be an orbit in an LIR-groupoid (G,•) satisfying Pi P P +i P (G.,). Let a = g.g.
... g. 1 g. for some positive number n, each £-class Lj contains just one generator g^., whence it coincides with its orbit Gj. In this case the commutative monoid (Gj,*) is an abelian group.
In general, each £-class Lj of an LIR-groupoid (G,•) is the union of orbits it contains, and it is easy to see that the intersection of two orbits G. and G. contained in L. is J *» * an ideal in both monoids (Gj,*) and (G^,*). In general, the monoid structure on all Gj contained in Lj cannot be
Representations of qrupoid »odes naturally extended to a semigroup structure on the whole Lj.
In other words, the orbits Cj are maximal subsets of G having a natural monoid structure.
Let us summarize the results oi the second and third sections as follows. (4.8)
It is easy to see that 8j is a congruence relation, whence
is also a congruence relation, satisfying the conditions of the 
